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MARKET COMMENTARY  

SEPTEMBER 2017  

A LOOK FORWARD 

Harbinger:  noun - a sign, a signal, to herald, to foretell the future – (Webster Dictionary) 

Daily, we look for signals in the marketplace.  These signals often indicate the health of a company, the strength of 

the economy, or the position of the global marketplace.  Sometimes the signals are clear and precise, but oftentimes 

they are more subtle in nature. 

Leading economic indicators are considered to be important guides that look to the future.  These leading indicators 

include housing starts, bond yields, unemployment rates, GDP, consumer confidence, and the stock market.  A 

combination of these indicators can often provide clues as to where the economy is heading. 

In July, we had an indication that the economy was growing, with sales at U.S. 

retailers rising 0.6%.  This was better than expected, as Americans bought more cars, 

furniture, and home improvement supplies.  Sales of online goods were also strong.  

Contributing factors seem to have been low unemployment, a strong stock market, and 

wages that outpaced inflation.  

Stronger consumer spending has boosted profits for some discount retailers and home 

improvement centers.  These profits have been buoyed by millennials moving into 

homes that need to be updated and equipped.  However, this has come at a cost as 

more households have taken on debt to float the cost of home ownership and 

renovation.  Yet while debt-service payments account for 10% of Americans’ 

disposable income1, total debt levels have not reached those of 2008 (which were a primary cause of the financial 

crisis).  Any significant changes in the amount of debt-service payment levels would be an important signal about 

the health of the consumer. 

It is a quandary why real wage growth has not occurred at this stage in the economic recovery.  The employment 

rate in the U.S. is at its highest level in a decade, yet pay raises continue to remain modest.  Meager wage growth 

has been somewhat offset by the increase in benefits paid to workers, with health care benefits topping the list.  

Perhaps, as the value of these benefits has risen, workers have been willing to accept more moderate wage 

increases. However, as the labor market continues to tighten, wage growth seems likely.  As we near this 

intersection of full employment and rising wage growth, corporations may find the need to compete for qualified 

candidates. 

Interest rates continue to remain at extremely low levels, and the Federal Reserve Board is split about when it will 

next raise rates.  At its June 2017 meeting, the Fed had penciled in one more rate increase for the remainder of the 

year, as its inflation target of 2% remains elusive.  The lack of inflation has puzzled the Fed, as strengthening 

employment typically leads to rising inflation.  As a result, there is divergence within the Fed about the course of 

interest rate hikes, and interest rate increases are likely to occur at a much slower rate than the markets were 

anticipating just a few months ago.  Based on the mixed nature of the market’s signals today, we remain focused on 

business fundamentals and company valuations while continuing to monitor the broader economic backdrop. 

 1. Wall Street Journal 8/11/17 
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